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Portable Radio Station Kenwood NX-1200DE3
4001271

Operates in DMR Digital and FM Analogue modes, even on the same channel. Autosenses Received Mode (Digital or
Analogue).

Kenwood's entry-level two-way radio solution harnesses the latest digital protocals - DMR or NXDN - for optimum
business efficiency. The NX-1200DE3 is a VHF model featuring automatic analogue or digital mixed mode operation
for seamless integration with older radios, easing the path to a fully digital migration. 

Emergency and lone worker features on Kenwood's NX-1200DE3 radio help improve worker safety, and you'll also
appreciate up to 64 channels, Kenwood's exceptional audio quality and long battery life.

Key features:

TDMA 2-Slot 12.5kHz Bandwidth Equivalent to 6.25kHz Very Narrow Bandwidth
Complies with ETSI DMR Standard TS 102 361-1, -2 & -3 
Operates in DMR Digital and FM Analogue Modes, even on the same Channel, Autosenses Received Mode
(Digital or Analogue)
5-Tone Encode / Decode 
Voice Guide Function 
MIL STD 810 G and IP54 / 55

Package includes:

Kenwood NX-1200DE3 Hand Portable Radio
KNB-45L Li-Ion Battery 
Antenna 
KBH-10 Belt Clip

General Information

The NX-1200DE3 is a VHF digital hybrid two-way radio from Kenwood. Radiotronics best seller in 2020, the
NX-1200DE3 is the simple black box design of the three available models including the NX-1200DE2 and NX-1200DE.

The replacement for the hugely popular TK-D240, the NX-1200 is a mid-tier two way radio that can be used in a
variety of work environments due to both its modern styling and exceptional durability. A channel capacity of 64 is
more than sufficient for medium to large sized businesses, with these channels being able to be split over multiple
zones in order to give factions of your business their own private channels. Due to the NX-1200 having the potential to
be a analogue/digital hybrid due to the optional upgrade to DMR or NEXEDGE, this allows for it to be used as a
transitional radio when implementing a new system, meaning that should you have working older analogue radios
they will work alongside your new radios until they need to be replaced.
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With an IP55 protection rating this ensure that the NX-1200 not only has a limited Ingres against dust intrusion but is
also safeguarded against jets of water from all angles. Having been tested to MIL-STD-810 C/D/E/F/G alongside the
NX-1200's Ingres protection rating, this ensures that the radio is certified for use in all magnitudes of weather
conditions and is able to continuously operate in temperatures as low as -30°C through to 60°C.

The NX-1200 has an amass of features that aide with both usability of the radio and the safety of operators at work.
VOX Voice Activation is a feature that can be used when you have a compatible accessory, allowing for your radio to
be used hands free as the radio begins transmitting when you begin to speak, such a feature is ideal for environments
whereby both hands are required when completing a job. An emergency button can be programmed to the NX-1200
as a safety precaution for your workers, should a situation arise whereby an operator has a safety or security issue
then pressing this button will quickly notify other radios within the fleet that a worker may be in danger. Alongside this
emergency button that is manually pressed, the NX-1300 can also be programmed with the feature Lone Worker. This
feature will monitor the activity levels of the radio and should it be inactive for a pre-programmed amount of time a
beep will sound, if this beep remains un-responded to then an alarm will be sent to other radios within the network to
let workers now there may be an issue.

Technical specifications

SKU NX-1200

Included In The Box Kenwood NX-1200 UHF Radio, Kenwood KNB-45L Li-ion
Battery, Kenwood KSC-35 Charger, Kenwood KRA-26 Whip
Antenna (Stubby Option Available), Kenwood KBH-10 Belt
Clip

Accessory Connector KA - Kenwood 2-Pin

Display Display, Non-display

Band (VHF or UHF) VHF

Frequency Range 136-174MHz

Channels 16, 64, 128

Signalling Type CTCSS, DCS, DMR, NXDN

Voice Activated Yes

Transmit Interrupt Yes (Built In)

Charger Included Charger Optional

Ingress Protection IP55

Warranty 1 year

Commodity Code 8525600000 - Transceivers

Type / Group Handheld Radio

Weight 0.0000

Brand Kenwood

Model NX-1200

Manufacturer Part Number NX-1200
Brochure - Radio Station NX1200/1300
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